Seeking Epistemic Justice in the Work of Theology
By Erin Kidd, St. John’s University
In this paper I employ Rahner’s concept of “witness” and recent philosophical work in epistemic injustice
to provide a theology of testimony. In particular I develop the concept of “theological harm” to speak
precisely about both the epistemic and spiritual harm that is done when a person’s testimony is not received
by her community; and to name the loss for the community, who misses out on her theological wisdom.

In the early 1970s at Cornell University, Carmita Wood’s boss – nuclear physicist and
director of the Laboratory of Nuclear Science, Boyce McDaniel – repeatedly leered at her,
groped her, and jiggled his crotch when she was nearby. After developing anxiety and a pain
disorder, and with her request to be transferred denied, Wood eventually quit her job of eight
years.1 She filed for unemployment benefits, but was unsuccessful. According to Susan
Brownmiller, who chronicles the event in her book In Our Time:
When the claims investigator asked why she had left her job after eight years, Wood was
at a loss to describe the hateful episodes. She was ashamed and embarrassed. Under
prodding – the blank on the form needed to be filled in – she answered that her reasons
had been personal. Her claim for unemployment benefits was denied.2
The concept of sexual harassment did not yet exist.
Wood reached out to other women at Cornell, including journalist Lin Farley who was
then leading a seminar called “Women and Work” through the Human Affairs Program (HAP).
According to her coworker, Karen Sauvigne,
“Lin’s students had been talking in her seminar about the unwanted sexual advances
they’d encountered on their summer jobs,” Sauvigne relates. “And then Carmita Wood
comes in and tells Lin her story. We realized that to a person, every one of us – the
women on the staff, Carmita, the students – had had an experience like this at some point,
you know? And none of us had ever told anyone before. It was one of those click, aha!
moments. A profound revelation.”3
The women at HAP, which included Susan Meyer as well as Sauvigne and Farley, were
trained labor organizers and radical feminists, and so in addition to promising to help Wood with
her appeal they planned a speak – out in order to, according to Sauvigne, “break the silence
about this.” But “the ‘this’ they were going to break the silence about had no name.”4 In a
brainstorming session about what to put on the flyers, the women arrived at the term “sexual
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harassment.”5 In addition to naming the behavior they named themselves “Working Women
United” – they did not dare to name the professor.
In advance of the rally, Farley testified before the New York City’s Commissioner on
Human Rights, Eleanor Holmes Norton. Reflecting back on her experience of using the phrase in
her testimony, Farley writes of the power of being able to give a name to the horrific experience
Wood and so many others suffered:
Now women could share stories and strategies. They understood that they weren’t alone,
that millions of working women shared their experience. It was as if a light had been
turned on in a dark room. The solidarity that women felt for one another was contagious;
sisterhood in the workplace suddenly seemed doable.6
Enid Nemy, who was reporting on the hearing,7 would then attend the rally and in August
publish an article in the New York Times introducing the world to the term with the headling:
“Women Begin to Speak Out Against Sexual Harassment at Work.”8
And while Wood lost her appeal, the concept would be developed further by Farley in
Sexual Shakedown: The Sexual Harassment of Women on the Job; picked up by Catharine
MacKinnon in her Sexual Harassment of Working Women; and be used in litigation in the late
1970s, some of which would be spearheaded by Sauvigne and Meyer after they moved Working
Women United to Manhattan.9 Summarizing the impact of this work, Brownmiller writes:
Giving a name to sexual harassment, as the women in Ithaca did when they took up the
case of Carmita Wood in 1975, put into bold relief a pernicious form of job
discrimination that previously had been laughed at, trivialized, and ignored. In the
process, the women set in motion a new understanding in business corporations, in the
halls of Congress, in the military, in the school systems, and in courts of law.10
Epistemic Injustice
Carmita Wood’s inability to name her experience to an unemployment benefits officer is
an example of what Miranda Fricker refers to as hermeneutic injustice, when the collective
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hermeneutical resources are skewed against someone as a result of prejudice.11 In her book,
Epistemic Injustice, Fricker devotes an entire chapter to feminist consciousness raising from the
last century, particularly as told by Brownmiller. According to Fricker:
If we look at the history of the women’s movement, we see that the method of
consciousness raising through ‘speak – outs’ and the sharing of scantly understood,
barely articulate experiences was a direct response to the fact that so much of women’s
experience was obscure, even unspeakable, for the isolated individual, whereas the
process of sharing these half – formed understandings awakened hitherto dormant
resources for social meaning that brought clarity, cognitive confidence, and increased
communicative facility.12
The need for and success of this kind of activism demonstrates the profound ways in which
women, under sexism, are separated from the resources to understand their own experiences.
According to Fricker, such separation occurs as a result of operations of social power:
the powerful tend to have appropriate understandings of their experiences ready to draw
on as they make sense of their social experiences, whereas the powerless are more likely
to find themselves having some social experiences through a glass darkly, with at best
ill–fitting meanings to draw on in the effort to render them intelligible.13
While there are all sorts of reasons why someone might not be able to understand their
experiences, Fricker argues this failure rises to an injustice only when it is a result of prejudice.
Explaining this with respect to Wood, Fricker note that both she and her harasser Boyce
McDaniel lack the concept of “sexual harassment” to understand McDaniel’s behavior – but this
lack only harms Wood, and indeed benefits McDaniel.14 And this harm is possible women were
unable to participate equally in the creation of shared social meanings to begin with. Patriarchal
power is sustained by the hermeneutic marginalization of women15 (and, we can add, other
gender and sexual minorities).
Hermeneutic injustice is one of two kinds of a broader category Fricker defines as
epistemic injustice, which occurs whenever someone is “wronged specifically in her capacity as
a knower” (20). The second is testimonial injustice, when one is not believed as a result of
prejudice against their identity; her go – to example here is the rejection of Tom Robinson’s
testimony in To Kill a Mockingbird.16 In testimonial injustice, hearers “undermine, insult, or
otherwise withhold a proper respect for the speaker qua subject of knowledge” (20). Epistemic
injustice can cause or otherwise intersect and exacerbate other forms of injustice, but Fricker’s
most original point is that it constitutes a form of harm in itself.
In this paper I want to attend to epistemic injustice in the work of theology: tracking both
epistemic dysfunction in the discourse of theology under current labor conditions and building
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on Fricker’s work to speak of a harm that is not merely epistemic but theological. It is in this
latter task that the work of Karl Rahner becomes critical, particularly his understanding of
bearing witness.
Rahner’s Account of Witness
Rahner develops his account of witness in his essay “Theological Observations on the
Concept of Witness,” where he develops it as part of his broader theology of freedom.17 To bear
witness is to communicate one’s decision about oneself in such a way that elicits a similar
decision from the other:
“It is true that ‘witness’ is a term which involves an intrinsic reference to someone else.
Manifestly, however, it is also a term signifying not the imparting of some other thing,
but rather that in which someone communicates himself, and, moreover, by the most
intense use of his own freedom in so disposing of himself that thereby a corresponding
decision is evoked in some other person too.”18
Bearing witness is no mere add-on to the making of that decision – because human subjectivity is
always and already inter-subjectivity, this communication is instead the concrete form of one’s
decision:
“In witness man exercises his freedom at the most ultimate level of which he is capable
of directing himself…if subjectivity essentially consists in intercommunication, then in
the last analysis witness is not a subsequent declaration of a basic decision which the
subject has previously taken about himself, but rather is in itself the concrete form of this
decision.”19
As Marie Baird explains “witness understood theologically participates in and is an a posteriori
expression of an individual’s fundamental, a priori openness to mystery” (Baird 412).
Whenever someone does really so communicate their self-disposal to another –
regardless of whether their testimony is about religion or their religious self-understanding –
Rahner tells us that this dedication to truth, this self-disposal in freedom is always, even
implicitly, “an act of self-transcendence in which the subject reaches up to the unsurpassable and
sovereign Mystery which we call God”20 – whether or not it includes speech about God. 21 Thus
one can speak of an anonymous witness: for example, “a commitment to sheer self-sacrifice for
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the sake of social justice; the unreserved championing of truth and one’s own genuine personal
conviction.”22
Readers of Rahner will find the contours of his argument familiar. Indeed one can in
many places replace “effect a fundamental option” “dispose of oneself in freedom” “make of
one’s life a yes” and so on in his work and the secondary literature with “bearing witness,” which
offers a fuller depiction of what discipleship looks like. The category is an especially nice one
for connecting the different ends in Rahner’s theology – “witness” makes more obvious the
connection between his emphases on symbol and self-expression on the one hand (both in terms
of God’s self-communication and his ontology of the human person), and (through martyrdom)
death on the other. And it more easily corrects against (what I think are mis-) readings of Rahner
that are too individualistic.23 Witness always involves another, is always public, is always social
and political, and the root metaphor and source, that we are witnesses primarily to the
resurrection, is a reminder that our bearing witness is dependent on the activity of Christ. So I
rather prefer it to the cumbersome “effect a fundamental option.”
Rahner is not eager to speak precisely here of the complications regarding how we bear
witness – he explicitly punts the question a few times24 – but it’s worth noting that in his final
analysis Rahner argues that witness is always imperfect,25 done in hope that it may lay claim to
the witness of the only one who acted autonomously, that it is but by the grace of God and
wholly unmerited, 26 and can even ultimately be described as God bearing witness to Godself. 27
So I think there’s good reason not to equate in a simplistic way the capacity to bear witness and
having the psychological or intellectual ability or hermeneutical resources to perfectly
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understand and articulate oneself.28 When we are culpable for separating someone from
understanding their own experience we aren’t culpable from separating them from God –
because no one can.
But if we look at all the conditions of witness Rahner provides (in a hurried list he
actually brackets for his discussion on witness, saying he will leave the details up to the
philosophers), they include precisely those capacities that epistemic injustice threatens:
a man endowed with freedom and having power over his own self; the possibility of
disposing of himself in an ultimate and ‘absolute’ sense so far as the concrete conditions
of human life are concerned (or at least the power to attempt this in the hope that at any
rate within the course of a lifetime the man concerned will actually succeed in achieving
it); an ultimate understanding of himself in freedom for some other man as well; the
possibility of so using this power of self-determination as to achieve contact with another,
to make himself ‘intelligible’; the character which such communication has as a
summons or appeal; the understanding of such communication by the other leading to a
state in which each party is orientated towards the other, a state which must ultimately be
called love.29
So I think we can use Rahner’s theology to highlight just how central the work of
understanding, speaking, and being heard are to one’s relationship with God, and how seriously
we should take threats to it. While we cannot separate each other from the love of God, we can
frustrate each other’s ability to bear witness in the here-and-now. Fricker’s point is that epistemic
injustice harms someone in their capacity as a knower. Rahner’s understanding of witness allows
us to add to this – it harms them as a lover of God and disciple of Christ.30
Naming Theological Harm
There is therefore a distinctively spiritual and theological element to epistemic injustice. I
think Nancy Dallavalle and Elizabeth Johnson are right that, within Rahner’s framework,
feminist conversion experiences are always and already movements closer to God31 – naming
and resisting sexual harassment seems an exemplary form of “anonymous witness.” 32 It takes a
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click! aha! moment though because the general hermeneutical resources are skewed against such
activity. Thus the hermeneutical marginalization women experience under sexism is not just an
epistemic or political matter, but a deeply theological one. To frustrate an individual’s ability to
bear witness is to diminish their capacity to make their life a “yes” to God.
This is even more so the case when the testimony in question concerns the individual’s
ability to reflect explicitly on her own faith. This I want to name theological harm.33 In other
words, epistemic injustice is theological injustice. A lack of hermeneutical resources that
frustrates the ability for folks to name their experiences (hermeneutical injustice) and a
credibility economy in which folks’ testimony is not received are forms of harm not only to the
individuals in question but also to the theological community as a whole, who misses out on their
wisdom. Barriers to theological participation are impediments to both individual flourishing and
to the collective theological project.
Here we must wrestle with our past, present, and future. Both current and historic
exclusion from the work of creating social meaning – such as that experienced by many folks
minoritized in the church and/or academy – matters, because theological frameworks have
afterlives. Citation practices are political.34 Increasing adjunctification and encroaching
neoliberalism in the academy continues to marginalize those who lack the family wealth and
freedom from caretaking to move across the country from VAP to VAP or to cobble together 6
classes a semester for a living wage. As the time and resources to do academic theology
increasingly become a luxury, we must recognize that it is not just recent grad students who will
suffer under market conditions – our theology will be impoverished, and with it, so many whose
lives and experiences will not be named or recognized in the theology that continues to be done.
To be clear I think the most pressing issue of our current crisis in academic theology are
the individual human beings crushed underneath it. I do not wish to say that the “real” problem is
fact of her own alienation from her authentic self,” 4; “my purpose is to show that the women’s revolution, insofar
as it is true to its own essential dynamics, is an ontological, spiritual revolution, pointing beyond the idolatries of
sexist society and sparking creative action in and toward transcendence. The becoming of women implies universal
human becoming. It has everything to do with the search for ultimate meaning and reality, which some would call
God” 6; “it is necessary to grasp the fundamental fact that women have had the power of naming stolen from us. We
have not been free to use our own power to name ourselves, the world, or God,” 8 and “To exist humanly is to name
the self, the world, and God. The ‘method’ of the evolving spiritual consciousness of women is nothing less than this
beginning to speak humanly – a reclaiming of the right to name. The liberation of language is rooted in the liberation
of ourselves,” 8 in Beyond God the Father: Toward a Philosophy of Women’s Liberation (Boston: Beacon Press,
1985).
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the quality of articles being published. But I write not as an ethicist or with particular
competency in issues related to labor justice, but because I think we have not realized the extent
of this crisis if we think it only affects those who are pushed out of academic theology, but that
those of us who have managed a space upon the boat can operate as normal; and because I think
focusing on epistemic dysfunction in theology, and the loss of testimony, allows us to see this
not just as a problem within the academy but within the church – this is a problem for the people
of God.
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